I. Scholars Learn to Write and
Write to Learn
II. Professional Publication:
Journalistic & Trade Sources

Dr. Liz Johnston: Exploring the structures, style, and formats
used in scholarly writing, 25 Min – 5 Min ?
Dr. Erik Bean: Difference between peer reviewed academic
journals, trade pubs, and journalistic markets, 25 Min – 5 Min ?

March 19th, 2020 Happy Spring!

We have a narrow focus

 In this workshop, we will examine some basic skills for
scholarly writing





Context
Process
Structure
Style

Context : Understanding the scholarship of writing
from many sources
 Sources for the workshop are journal
directions/reviews, journal editors, and/or individuals
with extensive publishing experience

Context : Disagreements in scholarship

 Know in advance:
 Great researchers can hold different opinions (on
everything and anything)
 Variations in structure can exist between methods and
designs
 And, in this presentation, I am sharing anecdotal but
reliable knowledge gathered during practice as a
researcher

Academic section agenda
 Journal selection

 Journal structure: IMRAD Some notes on style

 Looking forward

The context for your publication: the journal selection
process

 Each journal is like an independent city or culture
 Each journal has a set of values and preferences
 The only way to understand the alignment between
your article and a journal is to study or observe

 Understand who the editors are and what values drive
the publication

A Note on using Cabells

 Cabells has filters that can be used to find journals with
specific characteristics

 One of those characteristics is acceptance rate
 When setting up a search in Cabells
 Use key words to search for alignment with your article
 Use the filter for acceptance rate to find a journal with a
higher acceptance rate
Begin an in-depth study (observation) once you have
identified a likely journal

Review of journal selection: Study the journal as
you might study another culture

 Sample articles
 Similar to your own

 Review sections (observe or study)





Length (word count)
Number of paragraphs
Structure
Style/formatting

 Think about how your observations apply to your work
(envision)

Article structure: Front matter

 The front matter is title, abstract, key words: these are
an advance organizer

 First layer of meaning so present information in
sequence.
 First words, might be elegant, accurate and hint of
what is to come.

Artist stories of studio art-thinking over
lifetimes of living and working
Edited abstract for Dr. Schulte



Many educational leaders are unclear about learning, teaching, and conveying information through
21st century visual culture and digital products. The six participants in this narrative inquiry study
were born in the 1940s, 1950s, or 1960s and experienced the disruptive transition from text- and paperbased environments to the emerging visual culture of 2019. Each participant received studio art
training and mastered a professional career in another field, while maintaining an active life as an
artist, who was recognized in their community. These individuals might be uniquely qualified to
explain how 21st century mid or late-career professionals made sense of and applied skills developed
through visual arts training and practice during the unsettling 21st century. Results indicated
participants developed and continued to develop complex cognitive and creative skills and habits of
mind within a visual rather than text based environment. Participants frequently described symbiotic
responses to opportunities or problems that displayed the capacity to envision and select an alternative
for action. Maturity allowed the artists in this study to gain self-confidence and a sense of identity
expressed as Self-Becoming. Cognitive and creative skills associated with an arts education were
shown as deep learning that transferred to a wide range of life activities and challenges. We
concluded that participants in the study demonstrated an agile ability to adapt through synergy and
symbiosis to personal or environmental change. For these artists, conditions included an easy
transition to technology empowering a visual culture in the early 21st century. Further study is
needed on the lifelong value of acquiring and applying visual arts-based skills.



Commented [A1]: Expand this section. Devote at least half of the Abstract to stating the results for
reader access during future literature searches.

IMRAD is the accepted structure for articles

 Introduction
 Method
 Results of Analysis
 Discussion

 The structure can be bent (especially in qualitative studies)
but not broken

Structural analysis of article A



Introduction is about three/fourths of a page



Methods is a little more than one full page (4 paragraphs)



Literature Review includes one page of current literature context and
concludes with more than a page on theoretical framework



Unusual placement of literature review



Results of Analysis is about 8 pages long



Conclusions one page



Consistent with classic IMRAD design (RA is largest section in document,
theoretical framework is largest section in the introduction).

Structural analysis of article B

 Title, authors, abstract, introduction (context, lit review
including theoretical framework complete by end of p. 4)

 Description of method (self study) is complete by the end of
p. 5 where Results of Analysis begins.
 Three pages for introduction, 2 pages for methods

 Five pages for results of analysis (RA_
 Discussion is two and a half pages

Conclusions from structural analysis

 Consistent with classic IMRAD design: RA is largest
section in both examples (Lee, 2018; Richards &
Fletcher,2018)
 Theoretical framework is largest section in the
introduction in Richards and Fletcher (2018).

 Discussion is similar to introduction in size in both.

Comparison of structural analyses

Lee (2018)

Richards & Fletcher
(2018)

Front
matter/Introduction/Method

3 pages:

4 pages (7 paragraphs for
theoretical framework)
Method: 2 pages includes role
of the researcher

Results of
Analysis/Discussion/Conclusi
ons

RA: Nine pages; D: 1 page

RA: Four pages; D: 2 pages

Summary of making meaning

Large amounts of data holds
center stage. Article still
provides a strong, literature
based context

Analysis of deeply personal
experiences,
Theoretical framework is
critical to developing meaning.

Style and formatting in scholarly writing

 Theories of socialization have been used to understand
doctoral and faculty education and the transition into
faculty roles both in physical education teacher education
(PETE; Lee & Curtner-Smith,2011; Richards et al., 2017)
and higher education more generally (Gardner, 2008).
Occupational socialization is one such theory (Russell,
Gaudreault, & Richards, 2016). Scholars using this theory
adopt a dialectical perspective that recognizes individuals’
agency and ability to resist the influence of socializing
agents (Schempp & Graber, 1992). Socialization into faculty
roles is viewed as occurring across three broad phases,
including anticipatory socialization, doctoral education, and
faculty socialization.

Delete redundancies and edit vague referents



Many CFO’s do not get out and meet with their workers to discuss real issues;
most of the time they will sit behind their desk and read/send emails all day.
Meeting people inside and outside of the business is very beneficial because it
gives you different points of view and you can see how each one is affecting
that department or business. This is the best knowledge that anyone, not just
CFO’s, can get.

 Many CFO’s do not meet with workers to discuss real
issues; most of the time they sit behind desks and read/send
emails. Meeting people inside and outside of the business is
very beneficial because the practice provides access to
different perspectives from each department or business,
which is valuable, practical knowledge for anyone, not just
CFO’s.

Looking forward: Many resources available at the
Hub

 Choosing the right journal-Dr. Mansureh Kebrtichi
 Developing a Literature Review: Dr. Erik Bean
 Understanding research methodology
 See Research Methodology Support Group
 Many resources for specific research designs
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Action Research Journal resources

 Action Research Community blog: http://arjjournal.blogspot.com/

